Advantages

Prevents Pin Head Wear
Allguard FX™ side links fully enclose pin heads and protect them against pin head wear and chipping.

Extends Chain Life
Pin head wear is a common problem which can severely limit chain life. When heads wear away, chains will quickly fall apart. With Allguard FX, pin head wear is prevented and chain life is improved.

Improves Product Handling
With pin heads fully recessed, Allguard FX can run in direct contact with lateral guides. This eliminates gaps which can interfere with smooth product transfer on and off the chain. Product mishandling due to snagging on exposed pin heads is also prevented.

Reduces Maintenance
When pin heads are protected there is no maintenance time required for repairing and replacing chains with damaged pin heads.

Options

- Available in 1/2 inch and 1 inch pitch
- Chain widths from less than 1 inch to over 20 inches
- Available in Multiguide, Center Guide, and Side guide; All chains operate on 1/2" pitch standard Ramsey sprockets
- Available with double guard (guard links on both sides of the chain) or single guard (or on just one side)
- Assemblies include: all links (maximum surface area), link-spacer construction (reduced weight and enhanced cooling), or double stacked (better air flow and bottle cooling)
- Special chain buildups and dimensions can be easily accommodated, often with little or no additional cost

continued on back
Quote Request Summary

Use this form for a quick cost estimate.

1) Quantity:  _____ meters or _____ feet
2) Pitch:       ☐ 12.7mm (1/2") ☐ 25.4mm (1")
3) Overall Chain Width:  _____ mm or _____ inches
4) Guard Links: ☐ Double Guard ☐ Single Guard
5) Guide Type: ☐ Center Guide ☐ Side Guide ☐ Multiguide
6) Construction: ☐ All Links ☐ Link & Spacer ☐ Double Link
7) Grinding: ☐ None ☐ Top Only ☐ Top & Bottom

Additional Comments: